
 

 

Master of Technological Futures 

Programme Components 
 

In the immersion phase of the course, you’ll attend sessions on the most significant 

emerging technologies as well as new business models and methods. Our purpose is to 

broaden your thinking, make new connections and help you define a focus for your 

personal learning, which will create a runway for change - be that personal, business or a 

combination of the two. Whether you come into your Master’s with a clear focus or not, this 

immersion phase will give you a framework and springboard for the next part of the 

programme; the project/applied learning phase.  

 

We collaborate with top industry experts and educators here and beyond to make sure 

these sessions are packed with examples, case studies and personal ‘warts and all’ stories, 

providing real-world information from all areas and stages of business and encouraging 

candid conversations about what it means to be at the pointy end of the market. 

 

Think differently and build perspective: The four lenses 

 

Whether you’re already set on a particular project or you’re just interested in learning 

something new, you need to view everything through these four lenses to ensure you’re set 

up for the long term.  
 

#1 Business 

Build your core knowledge of contemporary business practice and value 

propositions. 
 

Business disruption and innovation 
We take an overarching look at business disruption and innovation with a range of 

industry experts, including award-winning, tech-education leader and futurist, 

Frances Valintine. We dive into exponential advances in technology, convergence, 

platform-based businesses, new business models and intangible asset development, 

and look at how and why businesses, government and for-impact organisations are 

changing. What does it mean to be truly agile in a time of exponential change? 

What does this mean for the way we plan (personally and professionally) and create 

sustainable value?  
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The collaborative economy 

The new modes of collaboration are changing the way we live, work and consume. 

We cover crowdfunding, crowdsourcing, social entrepreneurship, the currency of 

trust, collaboration-based business models and what we can learn from the likes of 

Uber and Airbnb. While these businesses are unique, the principles and strategies 

behind their success can be applied in any sector. 

 

Validation, usability and prototyping 
Experimenting, failing fast, learning and moving ahead are key skills for anyone 

looking to thrive in the future of work. Our programme helps you to embed this 

thinking into your everyday approach to your business or concept/project. Validating 

your solutions - actually, as a crucial first step validating your problem - testing 

usability and practicality and quick prototyping are essential portfolio skills. You will 

explore these by doing and through active learning. 

 

Core business competencies  
Our Master's programme is agile and flexible to respond to the needs of each 

cohort and candidate. Need advice on venture capital? Practical accounting tips for 

setting up a new venture? Legal input for ‘back of the napkin’ arrangements? The 

fundamentals of marketing/PR and organisational design and potential? As your 

concepts and skills develop, we call on the pros to get the right heads on the job. 

 

#2 Technology 

Analyse the impact of and opportunities arising from emerging 

technologies. Deep-dive into each topic area and understand how 

different technologies co-exist and enable one another, through case 

studies, industry-led sessions and hands-on practice.   

 

Information and cyber security  
Today it is vital to understand the practicalities of information security including data 

protection, cryptography, incident response and disaster recovery, ID and access 

management, information, risk and common attack techniques. With experts in the 
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field, we examine structures and strategies used to secure organisations, products 

and services and help you to apply these skills to your concept/project. 

 

Machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) 
From concept to hands-on experience, we explore how these technologies work and 

how they can be harnessed for business. How do computers learn without being 

specifically programmed? How does exposure to vast amounts of data enable 

machines to learn by themselves? What are ‘smart’ (AI) machines? We work through 

case studies using examples like Amazon Echo, explore IBM Watson’s suite of 

programming interfaces and unpack the buzz words to extract value. 

 

Chatbots and conversational design 
How could a computer programme start and simulate conversation to engage with 

human users? Explore conversational design and why it matters today. 

 

Automation and robotics 
This rapidly advancing field applies to a broad range of sectors from health to 

education, tourism to construction. Learn more about automation, drones, 

advancements in engineering and computer science, and the smart businesses 

utilising this technology in game-changing ways by combining it with machine 

learning, AI and data science. Hear from New Zealand’s leading companies about 

their practical applications of the technology. 

 

The Internet of Things (IoT) 
More than 20 billion devices are now connected to the internet. From our 

smartphones and watches to the less obvious “things” like a streetlight or your 

washing machine. When computing devices are embedded in everyday objects, 

what could this mean for our homes, our cities and our economies?  

 

Data science 

Data is the new gold. We investigate tools that enable businesses to extract value 

from data and reveal why this is a core skill for any organisation, big or small. 

Through hands-on sessions, you’ll explore the fundamentals of data science, 

understand data sets, predictive modelling and the role of Internet of Things (IoT) as 

a key source of information about customers and their behaviour. See how 

businesses that seem to sell nothing extract value from vast amounts of data alone. 
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FinTech 
The fundamental institutions of commerce are changing rapidly. Whether you’re 

seeking development finance or managing transactions with customers or  

 

employees, you need to know what’s involved, available and coming down the 

track. This area intersects with information security, data and digital identity, and 

digital and alternative currencies (for example bitcoin).  

 

Blockchain 
Blockchain is a revolutionary way to store and verify information and records. See 

why the world of technology and business cannot get enough of this decentralised, 

peer-to-peer network. Blockchain first emerged with cryptocurrencies but its 

applications are almost endless. Hear from groundbreaking NZ businesses 

developing cutting-edge applications and frameworks for this emerging ecosystem, 

from managing the import/export of food through digital certificates to digitising 

the land conveyancing process.  

 

Augmented/Virtual/Mixed reality  
How can we use technology to engage more effectively with our environment? The 

world of augmented and virtual reality is changing how we tell stories, interact with 

information and engage audiences, whether for training, education, commerce or 

entertainment. Explore visual technologies that merge real and virtual worlds to 

produce new environments where physical and digital objects co-exist and interact 

in real time.  
 

3D printing  
The most common applications for 3D printing are small objects: a button, a camera 

stand or perhaps a paper clip. This may seem inconsequential but consider 90% of 

objects shipped around the world are small enough to fit into a shoebox. The ability 

to 3D print things locally has potential to reinvigorate local manufacturing and 

change the dynamics of the import/export industry. Explore the role of 3D (and now 

4D) printing in everything from rapid prototyping to printing food. 

 

Tech toolbox 
Appreciate the world of building and creating with technology by actively learning 

the basics of coding and building mobile apps. We’re not going to turn you into a  
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coder but understanding the development process will help you to work on 

technology projects and with technology teams. 

 

 

#3 You 

Develop your full innovation potential. Apply your hard and soft skill-set 

to real world challenges and further your personal goals. 
 

Human insight and potential 
Apply design-led thinking to your most valuable asset - yourself.   

 

● Discover what you most value, what you most need from your future, what 

your transferable skills are and what might hold you back from making a 

transformational change.   

● Design a range of ideas that you could explore to expand your options 

beyond your preconceptions and learn a methodology for ‘score-carding’ 

ideas.  

● Do. Learn the art of prototyping and how to activate your plans, recognising 

that the first thing you do might not be the right thing.   

 

Storytelling and presenting 
What use is a good idea if you can’t communicate it effectively? The same goes for 

your personal skills, capabilities and knowledge. Taking others on a journey, whether 

for an important business pitch or a new role, is absolutely key. You’ll learn from 

experts in the business, practice on a regular basis and become confident in a 

supportive environment.  

 

Systems thinking and critical reasoning 
Explore how our perspectives change when we look at problems holistically and 

from a systems approach. Appreciate the importance of empathy and shared 

understanding as key aspects of problem definition and solution development. 

 

Innovation, ideation and design thinking 

Go behind the catch-words to define the real value of user-centred design, which is 

essential to a purpose-led, sustainable concept/project/product/service. How do 
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you come up with ideas? How do you kill your darlings, choose new ones, get the 

right one? This often seems like a mystical process to be left to the ‘creatives’ but 

actually it’s just a process, like any other. By practising these techniques during the 

programme’s immersion phase, fast-failure and agility will become second nature. 

 

Design sprint 

Road-test your ideas with our industry experts by creating an application or project, 

including usability testing, feedback/ validation and prototyping using a variety of 

lo-fi and more sophisticated tools. You’ll learn how to manage an effective process 

which takes an idea through to prototype in a meaningful yet rapid way. 

 

Agile in practice  

Examine agile approaches and how they might be useful in managing your project. 

We’ll explore the values and principles of the Manifesto for Agile Software 

Development and apply them to product innovation. The goal is not to be rigidly 

bound by a methodology or set of rules but to develop your ability to read a 

situation and sensibly apply an agile approach  to a context. We’ll introduce you to 

Agile concepts and tools that support iterative, incremental development and linked 

ideas around scoping, scheduling, estimating, measuring and evaluating.  

 

 

#4 The World 

Understand the key challenges and drivers of change at a macro level 

to inform your decisions.  
 

As we look at different technologies and strategies for business, it's important to see what’s 

happening at a local and global level. We ask the big questions about the wide-reaching 

impacts of the topics we cover. For instance: What do you think about universal basic 

income? Should AI beings have rights? What does work mean to younger generations? 

 

We also look at major trends that will strongly influence the relevance and potential of your 

business/concept/project, such as: 

 

Population growth and change  
Get to grips with the exploding global population, shifting demographics and 

inter-generational and/or cultural expectations. 
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Sustainability  
Changing consumer demands and expectations are increasingly influencing the way 

businesses do what they do. Zero-waste, carbon neutral and ethical are moving from 

catch-phrases to business fundamentals. 

 

The future of food 
We’re faced with the challenge of feeding 10 billion mouths by 2050. What is the 

role of alternative proteins, smart farming and cellular agriculture? How will New 

Zealand’s traditional agriculture models and products fare in this brave, new food 

world? 
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